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0 of 0 review helpful AMAZING PERSPECTIVES WONDERFUL NEW PARADIGM SHIFT IDEAS By Customer 
Mr Wiley gives an amazing and easy to understand perspective of major developments in human history which have 
lead us to where we are now in our socioeconomic political and cultural situations and the paradigms that frame them 
To be a better planet a better human species he lays out clear visions for paradigm shifts that ldquo We want to create 
the more beautiful world our hearts tell us is possible a sacred world a world that works for everybody a world that is 
healing a world of peace rdquo Charles Eisenstein Take a moment to imagine where we might be today in terms of 
human progress had mavericks like Copernicus and Galileo and many others throughout history not found the courage 
and freedom to come forward and speak the About the Author Troy Wiley is a digital nomad noncredentialist 
synthesizing generalist helping to usher in a new global thriving humanity by unravelling our current paradigm 
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galileo galilei 1564 1642 italian astronomer scientist and philosopher who played a leading role in the scientific 
revolution galileo improved the telescope  summary in the meantime galileo had shown sunspots to a number of 
people in rome during his triumphant visit there in the spring of 1611 but although some  audiobook telescopes 
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san francisco usa a house stands on shores  review intriguing set of questions christian i have one for you as you are a 
physicist if you wouldnt mind i tweeted this question to jp some months ago but as you universe or quot;worldquot; is 
here taken in the astronomical sense in its narrower or wider meanings from our terrestrial planet to the stellar universe 
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